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1.

A growing body of literature discusses the impact of machine-learning
algorithms on regulatory processes. This paper contributes to the predominantly legal and technological literature by using a sociological-institutional
perspective to identify nine organisational challenges for using algorithms
in regulatory practice. Firstly, this paper identifies three forms of algorithms
and regulation: regulation of algorithms, regulation through algorithms,
and regulation of algorithms through algorithms. Secondly, we identify nine
organisational challenges for regulation of and through algorithms based on
literature analysis and empirical examples from Dutch regulatory agencies.
Finally, we indicate what kind of institutional work regulatory agencies need
to carry out to overcome the challenges and to develop an algorithmic regulatory practice, which calls for future empirical research.

Introduction

The rise of machine-learning algorithms in regulatory practice has
resulted in a body of literature on algorithmic regulation.1 Algorithmic
regulation refers to the use of algorithmically generated knowledge
to automate or inform decision making in regulatory processes.2
Algorithmic regulation differs from the traditional regulatory practice
in which human actors execute the function of regulation.
Machine-learning algorithms considerably expand the range of
regulatory instruments.3 Regulatory agencies started using basic
algorithms as instruments a long time ago, though they started using
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machine-learning algorithms as instruments only a few years ago.
Scholars have picked up on this development and have identified
legal and technical challenges inherent to algorithmic regulation.4
However, scholars have so far paid only limited attention to the question how regulatory agencies embed machine-learning algorithms
in their organisational processes and structures. Therefore, we have
investigated what organisational challenges arise for regulatory agencies that introduce these algorithms into their regulatory practice.
Identifying organisational challenges will help to point out the conditions under which algorithmic regulation succeeds and fails when it is
implemented in regulatory agencies.
We understand regulation not only as legal frameworks but also as
social and organizational practices that include enforcing rules and
monitoring compliance.5 Drawing on Julia Black’s definition and
following Karen Yeung and other scholars in the field of algorithmic
regulation, regulation is a ‘sustained and focused attempt to alter the
behaviour of others according to defined standards or purposes with
the intention of producing a broadly identified outcome.’6 Regulatory practices increasingly employ technologies, such as algorithms.
In this paper, we understand the interaction between regulatory
practice and algorithms from a sociological-institutional perspective.7
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This perspective entails that both organisations and technology are
constituted through action on the one hand and constitute action on
the other hand.8 This process is called structuration and involves
the interplay of three basic concepts: meanings, norms, and power
relations.9 These three concepts are highly interdependent in the
reproduction of a social order. For example, divergent interpretations
of meanings and norms are expressed in reproducing a set of power
relations. Social practices can be understood by investigating the
meanings, norms and power relations that emerge from the practice and that constitute the practice. For regulation, this entails that
regulatory practices are seen as actively constructed and constituted
by meanings, norms and power relations, while at the same time
they constitute these meanings, norms and power relations. Misalignments between meanings, norms, and power relations between
organisation and technology may result in technological failure or
undesirable organisational effects. Thus, mediating between organisations and technology creates challenges for regulatory agencies.
Our sociological-institutional point of view complements existing legal and technological perspectives. Mapping organisational
challenges for regulatory agencies from this perspective does not
emphasize algorithms as technologies but rather algorithmization
as a process of social change. Thus, our analysis does not focus on
the content or substance of the rules but on professionals’ efforts
to mediate between the algorithmic technology and the regulatory
organisation.10
To map the organisational challenges that emerge from using
algorithms, we took three steps. First, we drew on a commonly used
distinction in techno-regulation literature. Van den Berg, for example,
distinguishes between regulation through technologies and regulation of technologies.11 We adapted this distinction and added a third
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form: regulation through algorithms, regulation of algorithms, and
regulation of algorithms through algorithms. Academic and societal debates rarely distinguish regulation through algorithms from
regulation of algorithms. This generates confusion and misunderstanding. Second, we mapped organisational challenges that emerge
from using machine-learning algorithms. To map these challenges,
we used existing scientific literature and examples that illustrate how
algorithms are introduced into regulatory practice. To ensure that we
mapped the challenges systematically, we used the forms of regulation and algorithms that we identified in the first step. Third, for
each challenge, we explored what role the sociological-institutional
concepts of meanings, norms, and power relations play in regulatory
practice. We contribute to the current literature on algorithmic regulation by improving the understanding of how algorithmization plays
out in regulatory agencies.
Our paper combines a literature review with illustrative cases. We
reviewed the literature by browsing relevant journals in the fields of
regulation, governance, and regulatory governance, screening references of pertinent publications, and using automated notifications
from search engines. We have closely read 28 articles and chapters
to identify references to the role of meanings, norms, and power
relations as well as challenges that were mentioned explicitly and
implicitly. In the first half of 2020, we collected examples for the use
of algorithms from three national regulators and inspectorates in the
Netherlands. From a broader set of regulatory agencies, we selected
three agencies that are at the forefront of algorithmization and
that provided examples with high illustrative values. We conducted
interviews with senior staff members who are closely involved in the
implementation of algorithms in the regulatory practice and collected
documents at (1) the Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate (ILT), (2) the Inspectorate for Social Affairs and Employment
(ISZW), and (3) the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM).
Based on these materials, we concretized the findings from the literature by presenting three examples of the roles that algorithms play
in Dutch regulatory practice and the organisational challenges that
emerge.
In the next section, we develop a theoretical perspective and clarify
the core concepts. In section 3, we present the forms of regulation
and algorithms. In the following three sections, we present results
from the literature and examples from real-life cases for the previously
identified forms of regulation and algorithms. In section 4, we discuss
regulation through algorithms. In section 5, we discuss regulation
of algorithms. And in section 6, we discuss regulation of algorithms
through algorithms. In section 7, we present our conclusions about
organisational challenges, connecting them to institutional work, and
setting out an agenda for future research.

2.

A sociological-institutional perspective

Algorithms are, in their most basic understanding, encoded procedures for performing a task.12 Their conditional structure with known
and explicitly stated ‘if…, then…’-decision rules entails that algorithms
are a form of regulation as well as commonly used in regulation.13 In
contrast to these rule-based and manually programmed algorithms,
machine-learning algorithms ‘are programmed to learn’ from data-
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The use of these new types of algorithms initiates a social and organisational change process, known as algorithmization.17 Algorithmization goes hand in hand with datafication and results in a fundamental
transformation of organisations and societies.18 This means that algorithmization stretches far beyond the use of technology but affects
expertise, information relations, organisational structure and policy,
as well as monitoring and evaluation.19
The algorithmization perspective entails that studying technology in
regulation and governance should encompass more than the technological artefacts themselves. Studying technology should include
organisational structures and policies, information streams and
relations, as well as knowledge and expertise; all in relation to ICT.20
This perspective is reflected in Orlikowski’s notion of the duality
of technology, which conceptualizes technology as ‘the product of
human action, while it also assumes structural properties.21 On the
one hand, this means that actors who are embedded in existing social
contexts construct technology physically and socially. Thus, technology
is a product with meanings and ideas about how it will be used. On
the other hand, once technology is developed and used, it appears
as an object that structures, thus enables and constrains, action. Only
if human actors continuously use the technology, it is created and
maintained as structure.22
Consequently, technologies, just as organisations, constitute and are
constituted by human action.23 Both can be regarded as institutions
in the sociological sense: ‘more-or-less taken-for-granted repetitive
social behaviour that is underpinned by normative systems and
cognitive understandings that give meaning to social exchange and
thus enable self-reproducing social order’.24 In both institutional
contexts, technology and organisation, human action produces and
perpetuates three basic elements: meanings, norms, and power
relations.25 These elements can serve as analytical categories for
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investigating human action and institutionalised structures. Meanings are constituted in human interaction as ‘interpretive schemes or
stocks of knowledge’.26 These interpretive schemes are organisational
rules that structure human interaction. However, they are themselves
maintained or changed through the interaction depending on whether
the human actors follow the rules or not. Power relations come into
play as organisations provide human actors with different capacities
to exercise authority over other human actors and to allocate material
resources. These capacities are not allocated equally among actors,
but they are characterized by asymmetries. Some human actors have
more power than others. Norms guide human interaction as they prescribe what is considered to be legitimate or appropriate. This moral
order is manifested in ‘rituals, socialization practices, and tradition’.27
The three elements, meanings, norms, and power relations can be
found back in both regulatory agencies and algorithms that should
support regulatory professionals. Both regulatory agencies and
algorithms contain specific sets of rules because they ought to serve
a specific purpose, for example, facilitating a good regulatory practice.
The rules guide regulatory professionals in selecting objects for
inspection. The organisational rules prescribe, for example, under
what conditions (eg visible defects) it is legitimate to inspect an
object. These rules are reproduced, if the inspectors actually act in
accordance with them. The algorithmic rules prescribe, for example,
under what conditions (eg a history of violations) it is effective to
inspect an object. If inspectors use that algorithm, they will reproduce its rules, which will result in a regulatory practice that might
be effective, but that contradicts the organisational rules aimed to
foster legitimacy. As this contradiction was created through human
action, this contradiction can also be resolved through human action.
However, this requires the actors to change institutions, which comes
with organizational challenges. The following section outlines these
challenges by distinguishing various relations between regulation and
algorithms.

3.

Mapping the relations between algorithms and
regulation

Mapping the different relations between algorithmization and regulation will help us to take stock of the organisational challenges systematically. We describe four forms of regulation and distinguish between
using machine-learning algorithms as instruments and as objects of
regulation, as is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1 Forms of regulation through and of machine-learning algorithms
Objects of regulation
Behaviour & processes

(Machine-learning) Algorithms

Behaviour &
processes
regulation

sets.14 These machine-learning algorithms generate knowledge computationally. They analyse data through a variety of statistical techniques to identify probable relationships instead of relying on static
rules.15 Machine-learning algorithms are more capable, complex, and
opaque than algorithms that have been used in regulation before.16
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Regulation of algorithms

(Machine-learn-

Regulation through

Regulation of algorithms

ing) Algorithms

algorithms

through algorithms

Traditional regulation, found in the upper left box of the figure, does
not use machine-learning algorithms at all, neither as regulatory
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instruments nor as objects. Traditional regulation uses instruments,
such as experts’ judgment, market analyses, on-site inspections, and
non-learning devices, to regulate non-algorithmic objects: regulated
products, behaviour, or processes.28 Thus, in this default form of
regulation, algorithmization does not impact regulatory agencies.
Regulation through algorithms, found in the lower left box of the figure,
uses machine-learning algorithms as regulatory instruments. It uses
algorithmic instruments to regulate non-algorithmic objects: regulated products, behaviour, or processes.29 This form of regulation has
several types of instruments.30 To clarify the nature of these instruments, we can use a taxonomy, such as the one developed by Karen
Yeung31. She distinguishes between algorithmic systems based on
their way of standard setting, their information processing, and their
role in decision-making processes. For example, some algorithms
aim to increase the quantity or efficiency of regulatory decisions,
whereas others aim to improve the quality of decisions.32 To illustrate
the challenges of regulation through algorithms, we use the example
of the Dutch Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate:
The Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate (ILT)
oversees domains ranging from (toxic) waste management and
handling of dangerous goods to transport safety on the road, on
the rail, on the water, and in the air. Because the ILT has such
diverse tasks and a limited budget, they must prioritise their
supervision activities and ensure their effectiveness. These priorities must reflect the risks on strategic, tactical, and operational
levels in the overseen domains. To improve the way of prioritising
supervision activities and to ensure their effectiveness, the ILT has
committed to selecting cases based on data. The data-driven work
is advanced by the ILT’s innovation and data lab (IDlab). The IDlab
develops data applications that use methods, such as (advanced)
modelling, data visualization, and machine-learning. These data
applications ought to provide more and better information on
risks in the regulated domains. Thus, the ILT uses machine-learning algorithms to strengthen regulation.
Regulation of algorithms, found in the upper right box of the figure,
uses machine-learning algorithms as regulatory objects.33 It uses
28
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33
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non-algorithmic instruments to regulate algorithmic objects, such as
prioritization models. Regulatees use algorithms which makes algorithms objects of regulation. Machine-learning algorithms can entail
risks, such as discrimination and the infringement of data privacy. In
this form of regulation, traditional, non-algorithmic means of inspection and auditing manage the use of algorithms to minimize the risks.
The regulation of algorithms entails challenges for regulatory agencies. To illustrate them, we use an example from the Inspectorate for
Social Affairs and Employment:
The Inspectorate for Social Affairs and Employment (ISZW) oversees domains such as socio-economic security and safety, health,
and fairness in the workplace. Besides enforcing compliance
with laws and regulations, the ISZW investigates regulatees. The
investigations aim to identify harmful developments and potential risks early on. One potential risk they have identified is using
machine-learning algorithms in job selection and recruitment.
Algorithms are used by employers, for example, to automatically
match CVs and vacancies for determining whether applicants are
suitable for a job. The ISZW cannot inspect these algorithms in
detail because legislation is missing. However, they anticipate
that this legislation will be adopted soon and are enhancing their
organisational ability to enforce compliance effectively. The ISZW
needs to enhance its abilities because using algorithms has rendered the existing regulatory practice insufficient. In particular, it is
difficult to detect discrimination in job recruitment and selection
processes that use algorithms. The ISZW struggles to detect
discrimination because transparency decreases, and new forms
of discriminations increase when recruitment and selection are
automated. Thus, the ISZW must change their regulatory practice
so that they can regulate algorithms.
Regulation of algorithms through algorithms, found in the lower right
box of the figure, uses machine-learning algorithms as both regulatory instruments and objects. It uses algorithmic instruments to
regulate algorithmic objects, such as prioritization models. In this
fourth form of regulation, challenges for regulatory agencies emerge
from the algorithmization of both regulators and regulatees. As such
this form is a combination of the other two forms of regulation with
and of algorithms. Therefore, an example of regulation of algorithms
through algorithms might uncover challenges that can also be
relevant for the other two forms. Regulation of algorithms through
algorithms has resulted from our map and has not yet been explored
in the literature. To illustrate this new form, we use an example from
the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets:
The Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM) oversees
domains, such as investment, insurance, loans, pensions, and
capital market. The capital market is probably one of the most
advanced fields when it comes to using machine-learning algorithms. On the Dutch capital market, algorithms carry out an estimated 60-70% of all transactions. Using algorithms has increased
the frequency of trading on the capital market and thereby changed
how it functions radically. The more frequent trading has made the
capital market more complex and led to new risks. Detecting and
managing these risks is the task of the AFM. To fulfil this task, the
AFM must adjust its notion of what constitutes unlawful behaviour
and how to detect it on the capital market. Therefore, the AFM
explores more advanced ways of analysing data: simulations that
model how specific algorithms and their interactions impact the
market, stress tests that check how rigorous algorithms are, and
machine-learning algorithms that enhance the AFM’s capabil-

5

ity to analyse data. The machine-learning algorithms take more
indicators and how they interact into account than conventional
outlier-detection algorithms can. The machine-learning algorithms
could help the AFM to prioritize cases for inspection more effectively. Thus, the AFM could use algorithms as an instrument that
strengthens the regulation of algorithms.
By distinguishing between algorithms as instruments and objects
of regulation, we identified three forms of regulation that involve
machine-learning algorithms. Using these three forms will help us to
explore systematically and more in depth the organisational challenges for regulatory agencies that emerge from using machine-learning algorithms. We will do this in the next sections.

4. Regulation through algorithms
The first form of regulation that uses algorithms is regulation through
algorithms. The form uses algorithmic instruments to regulate
non-algorithmic objects, such as regulated products, behaviour, or
processes. This form is subject to an extensive body of literature. This
section explores what this current literature teaches us about regulation through algorithms. In the literature review, we will pay special
attention to the role of meanings, norms, and power relations in the
algorithmization of regulators. We will present the findings from the
literature as a number of challenges and illustrate them with examples from the three regulatory agencies included in this study.
Challenge 1: Safeguarding accountability for the way complex algorithms are used
For regulatory agencies, using machine-learning algorithms is often
associated with expectations of enhancing their information processing capabilities, making their oversight more effective, and using their
scarce resources more efficiently.34 In addition, regulatory agencies
that use algorithms might appear to be more innovative and appear
to have neutral rationales for difficult decisions.35 For example, regulatory agencies that assess risks by analysing data appear to prioritize
cases for inspections objectively. Regulatory agencies that make
decisions based not on human intuition but on algorithms appear to
be more easily held accountable by external stakeholders.
However, it is difficult to exploit the potential for higher accountability
and effectiveness. In fact, using algorithms has been associated with
a lack of transparency and accountability. For regulatory agencies,
the first challenge is to harness complex, dynamic, and networked
algorithms while safeguarding accountability.
In scientific and public debate, machine-learning algorithms have
often been described as black boxes.36 A black box symbolizes a
lack of transparency. Regulatory agencies, however, need to be
transparent. Regulatory agencies, as bureaucratic organisations, are
transparent because well-known formal rules guide human action.37
Machine-learning algorithms are not transparent because unknown
rules guide human action. These rules are not formal, but they represent the probability of events and stem from automatically analysing
data.
Machine-learning algorithms analyse data in complex and changing
ways, which makes it difficult for users to tell how a particular output

34
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of the algorithm came about. For some algorithms, outputs are not
explainable at all.38 Because users lack this information, they cannot
easily retrace how the algorithm makes decisions and they are unable
to evaluate the output of the algorithm in terms of their norms.
In regulatory agencies that use algorithms, professionals rely on
two sets of rules that guide their actions. One set of rules contains
known organisational rules, which stem from legal and professional
frameworks. Another set of rules contains unknown algorithmic rules,
which stem from the analysis of data. The unknown algorithmic rules
provide professionals with information often opaquely and incomprehensibly. Because the professionals do not know the algorithmic
rules, they also do not know what norms these rules contain. Professionals who rely on algorithmic rules create a regulatory practice
that is based on unknown meanings and norms. Depending on the
specific configuration of norms, a regulatory practice can emerge that
is less legitimate and accountable.39
These insights show that regulatory agencies need to develop ways to
make algorithms transparent and to retain control over how algorithms make decisions. Regulatory agencies have to deal with these
challenges for already existing algorithms as pointed out by the literature. However, challenges arise even earlier as pointed out by the
respondents at the Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate.
Regulatory agencies that develop machine-learning algorithms have
to deal very early on with a much more basic challenge: How can an
organisation acquire relevant data as input for the algorithm?40
To use data for prioritizing tasks, the ILT’s IDlab develops
machine-learning algorithms. Machine-learning algorithms need
sufficient data of good quality to be effective. For example, for the
inland shipping sector, an algorithmic model ought to assess the risk
that individual ships will violate safety standards. This risk assessment ought to help inspectors prioritize high-risk ships for inspections. Assessing risks effectively requires training the algorithm with
relevant data, eg information on ship owners, types of ships, and
their inspection histories including earlier detected violations. The
ILT does not gather all of this information directly but has to request
it from its ministry and other agencies. Data sharing is subject to
regulations, such as the GDPR, that restrict the use of data to the
purpose for which the data have been collected. This restriction
means that the developers of machine-learning algorithms cannot
just focus on the technical process of developing algorithms, but they
also have to navigate different sets of norms that govern how data is
shared and used in governmental organisations. The developers of
machine-learning algorithms, however, lack experience with aligning
these different sets of norms.
To increase machine-learning algorithms’ transparency, regulatory
agencies need to develop new procedures. These procedures ought to
help make sense of algorithms’ quality and ensure compliance with
normative standards. Steps towards setting such standards have been
taken, for example, by the EU’s high-level expert group on artificial
intelligence. The IDlab has put the expert group’s recommendations
into practice by using them to review their machine-learning models.
The review consists of a number of sessions with different thematic
focuses. In each session, reviewers raise questions and discuss those
38
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with the developers of the model. The IDlab pursues two main goals
with this procedure. First, the review ought to test whether norms
have been considered in the development of the model that ensure a
transparent and explainable use. Second, the review ought to direct
attention to unintended consequences that could emerge from using
the algorithm. Unintended consequences include making biased
decisions and infringing human rights and autonomy.
Challenge 2: Preserving discretion for human decision-makers
Using algorithms as regulatory instruments standardizes regulatory
work increasingly. The algorithms reduce the discretionary space
of their users.41 This space is, however, often needed in regulatory
contexts, which include ambiguous situations that do not allow for
applying rules straightforwardly. Therefore, more discretionary space
is usually available to street-level bureaucrats in regulatory agencies
than to street-level bureaucrats in decision-factory agencies such as
those tasked with providing welfare services. Regulatory agencies
need to protect the discretion of their bureaucrats against the impact
of using algorithms.42 The challenge is to create a synergy between
the algorithm that processes huge amounts of information and the
professionals who use domain knowledge and experience.
At the Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM), data scientists have
developed models that ought to help detect manipulation on the
capital market. These models calculate scores that reflect suspicious
behaviour of participants on the capital market. For example, market
participants who change prices each time that they make a transaction might create artificial price movements. While the models
could create hundreds of alerts a day based on calculated scores, the
usefulness of these alerts is determined by human capacity as all the
alerts have to be checked by experts. Thus, instead of standardizing
the experts’ work by the use of algorithms, e.g. by automatically
indicating the suspected offense, which then would only need to be
confirmed or rejected by the expert, the models’ use is limited to
prioritizing those cases for expert inspection that are expected to have
the highest risk.
The example of the AFM shows that preserving the discretion of
human decision-makers is determined by the norms of the practice. If
the efficient information processing of the algorithm is valued more
highly than the expert’s judgement, expertise might perceive the
output of the algorithm rather as a rule, which they need to strictly
follow, than as a source of information, which they need to evaluate
critically.
How difficult it can be to preserve experts’ discretion when algorithms are used in decision-making is emphasised by Yeung’s
concept of hypernudging.43 Hypernudging builds on the idea, known
as nudging, that positive reinforcements and indirect suggestions
can influence human behaviour and claims that nudging can be made
even more effective by using machine-learning algorithms.44 With
hypernudging Yeung demonstrates that even in organisations that
provide professionals with considerable discretion machine-learning
algorithms can shape users’ choice architecture and provide them
41
42

43
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with a default option.45
To protect professionals’ discretionary space, regulatory agencies will
have to develop a hybrid regulatory practice. This hybrid regulatory
practice must allow and enable professionals to both use algorithms
and add their expert knowledge based on which they make quality
judgments. If the algorithm is seen as the only reliable or legitimate
source of information, then regulatory professionals are greatly
restricted in making decisions based on their expertise.
Challenge 3: Overcoming the automation bias in algorithms
The challenge presented above has shown that the discretion of
human decision-makers needs to be preserved when implementing
machine-learning algorithms. However, even if the discretion is
successfully preserved, the question remains whether and how this
discretion is used. Even though developers and users have discretion,
they might let the algorithms overpower all other information and
blindly accept the algorithmically produced information. Sometimes
algorithms even ‘dominate conversations within regulatory organisations.’46 This dominant position can be especially harmful if it undermines the users’ judgment about how to act upon the information
that the algorithm produces.47 Regulatory agencies face the challenge
of using the algorithm while overcoming the automation bias.
In addition to the bias towards blindly accepting algorithmically
produced information, implementing opaque algorithms can also
lead to forms of rejecting algorithmically produced information. Some
forms of rejecting algorithms have been described in the literature as
so-called buffering strategies that ought to separate technology and
practice.48 Professionals who use buffering strategies aim to dismiss
algorithmically produced information as unhelpful or inconclusive. By
dismissing the algorithm, professionals aim to avoid that algorithms
affect their acting. If the buffering strategy is successful, professionals
carry out their activities independently from the algorithm and the
information it provides. In institutional terms, buffering strategies can
also be understood as a decoupling of formal technological structures
from actual organisational practice.49
We have identified two extremes of using algorithms: First, users let
algorithmically produced information overpower all other information.
Second, users dismiss algorithmically produced information and rely
exclusive on other information. In both extremes, meanings are missing that could bring these sources of information together. Meanings
are interpretative schemes that form the basis for a regulatory practice that uses machine-learning algorithms.50 To create the needed
meanings, regulatory agencies must enable experts from different
fields or disciplines to collaborate and share their expertise.
At the ILT, algorithms require the organisation to find new ways of
working. Professionals with different expertise from various organisational departments need to collaborate to develop, implement, and
use machine-learning algorithms. Inspectors identify the issues at
hand for a specific regulatory field, whereas data scientists specify the
requirements for data and model development. Still others work on
supplying data or providing the IT environment in which the model
ought to be embedded. This diversity of tasks shows that not only
45
46
47
48
49
50
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do the data scientists have to make sense of the machine-learning
algorithms, but that also the inspectors, information technology and
data staff, and lawyers who work with the algorithms need to ascribe
a meaning to them. To facilitate the collaboration between the various
professionals, they have to come to shared understandings of how to
develop, implement, and use a machine-learning algorithm.
Challenge 4: Enabling the cross-organisational collaboration needed
for effective algorithms
Using algorithms as regulatory instruments requires technological
experts such as ICT specialists and data scientists to collaborate with
regulatory professionals such as inspectors and lawyers. These professionals are often from very different parts of regulatory organisations. The need for increased coordination and collaboration caused
by using algorithms may challenge existing role understandings and
power relations.51
The ILT example has already shown the need for organisational settings that facilitate the coordination between departments and across
expertise. Data scientists are needed for developing algorithms. The
data scientists form new teams or departments which differ greatly
from others in regulatory agencies in terms of aims, tasks, and expertise.52 These differences can severely hinder interacting and cooperating with other departments, which seems to be crucial for developing
a functioning regulatory practice that uses algorithms. If the organisational setting hinders coordination, the ambition of using algorithms
in regulatory practice can easily become isolated in the organisation.53
Coordinating and collaborating between organisational departments
and professionals with different expertise is a challenge in itself as
it contradicts the existing regulatory practice. Usually, the existing
regulatory practice relies on single organisational departments, which
are tasked with overseeing a specific regulatory field. Inspectors from
these departments could perceive using algorithms as infringing on
their professional autonomy and discretion. The same applies to professionals who are needed to implement algorithms technically and
oversee that the algorithms function continuously.
For example, the IT department needs to adapt to its new responsibilities of supplying the IT environment for algorithms. Reassigning
responsibilities among departments addresses their respective
positions of power.
Challenge 5: Stimulating the use of algorithms while paying attention
to the risks
The example of the ILT highlights how using machine-learning
algorithms can make regulatory agencies more complex. Becoming
aware of such risks depends, inter alia, on how capable regulatory
agencies are of shaping the discourse on algorithms. Being capable of
shaping the discourse ‘is essential to the deliberative process of problem-sensing, problem-definition, and problem-solving’.54 If a regulatory agency lacks this discursive capacity, risks might not be identified
as such and remain uncontrolled. For machine-learning algorithms,
having discursive capacity seems to be especially important not only
because these algorithms are comparably new but also because their
often powerful, internationally operating proponents try to embed
machine-learning algorithms in a positive discourse.

Only little by little, the risks of machine-learning algorithms have
become apparent through cases that entered the public debate and
scientific research. Researchers have identified nine categories of
risk linked to the use of machine-learning algorithms.55 Regulatory
agencies that use machine-learning algorithms need to understand
their meaning for their regulatory practice. Once regulatory agencies
understood this meaning, they can start changing it.
Challenge 6: Finding good data to train algorithms while acknowledging limitations
In general, data is seen as an increasingly available and comprehensible resource. While this is an undisputed development, Johns and
Compton make an attempt in their article to come from this general
perspective to more precise accounts of using data and algorithms.56
By giving more precise accounts of how data is used in specific
practices, the authors show that data availability, comprehensiveness,
and meaningfulness is unequally distributed across social contexts.
In regulatory contexts, data can capture the ambiguity and inconsistencies that are inherent to regulatory practice. Inconsistencies occur,
for example, when different inspectors are likely to come to different
conclusions about the same case. Collecting and using such data on
past inspection results to train algorithms introduces the inconsistencies into the model, which will then reproduce these inconsistencies
in the decision-making.57
The example from the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets
(AFM) illustrates this challenge for regulation through algorithms.
58
Algorithms need data to be trained effectively. However, laws and
provisions that protect the privacy of regulatees may restrict the data
availability for developing and using machine-learning algorithms.
The example of the AFM highlights that regulatory agencies have to
find a way that safeguards the data protection norms but that also
allows them to use data that are sufficient in quality and quantity
for machine-learning. An additional issue is the low number of
known cases of market manipulation, which makes it more difficult
to develop a meaningful algorithm that can reliably detect these
cases from the data. This shows how difficult it can be to find good
data with which models can be trained while legal limitations are
respected.
This challenge is a bit puzzling since enormous amounts of data are
available. Following European standards, all transactions on the capital market are recorded. The data availability is therefore much higher
than in many other regulatory domains. Using these data, the AFM
conducts algorithmic data analysis to detect potential violations of
transaction rules as well as extreme buying or selling behaviour that
could indicate market manipulation. However, whereas outlier-behaviour can be easily detected by algorithms, determining whether this
behaviour violates rules and can be considered market manipulation
is much more complicated. Therefore, the AFM currently applies a
three-step process: First, from all transactions that are carried out on
55
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a daily basis, extreme behaviour is automatically flagged as potential
cases of market manipulation. Second, market analysts review all
flagged cases and select based on their expertise those cases that
they deem as most likely being cases of market manipulation. Third,
their selection is then forwarded to investigators who review the cases
in detail. This regulatory practice requires market analysts and investigators to closely collaborate as identifying and prioritizing potential
cases of market manipulations play an important role in overseeing
the capital market at the AFM. The first step is supported by the algorithm. The second and third steps use still entirely the expertise of
the professionals. The number of regulatory professionals, therefore,
limits the capacity of the regulatory practice.

5. Organizing regulation of algorithms
The second form of regulation that uses algorithms is regulation of
algorithms. The form uses non-algorithmic instruments to regulate
algorithmic objects of regulation, such as ranking models. Surprisingly, this form has been studied much less than the previous form,
but some interesting patterns were identified from the literature. Also
for this form, we have analysed the literature to identify challenges
which we have illustrated with the example of the Dutch Inspectorate
for Social Affairs and Employment (ISZW).59
Challenge 7: Enhancing regulatory agencies’ new expertise while still
respecting old expertise
The regulation of algorithms challenges the expertise of regulatory
agencies. Regulatory agencies need to develop a regulatory practice
that can effectively deal with regulatees that use machine-learning
algorithms. To develop this practice, regulatory agencies have to
invest in their expertise (meanings). Expertise can come from inside
the organisation, for example by educating domain experts in data
science or technical experts in the functioning of governmental organisations, though often additional expertise from outside the organisation is required.60 Whether from inside or outside the organisation,
the newly built expertise needs to be combined with existing regulatory expertise of lawyers, inspectors, and others.61
Our interviews at the ISZW highlighted that most inspectors are legal
experts who are specialized in a particular regulatory domain. The
inspectorate lacks technological expertise on algorithms and how they
are used in the field. The inspectorate aims at filling this gap by hiring
‘digital inspectors’, who bring data and programming skills into the
regulatory process. Building on their stocks of knowledge and combining them with those of other ISZW-inspectors, a new regulatory
practice that deals with the risks of algorithms more effectively could
be developed.
Besides enhancing expertise within the regulatory agency, scholars
have also pointed to the need for access to external expertise.62
Compared to the regulatory practice, other governmental practices,
such as the legislative process, are more open to external expertise.
Such ‘an open practice by the regulatory agency is likewise desirable,
59
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receiving feedback from society and academia alike’.63
If regulatory agencies take new internal as well as external expertise into account, it could transform the regulatory practice. This
transformation might entail similar challenges as discussed for the
regulation through algorithms in Section 4 above. Especially challenging is the question of how to position the new expertise and experts
(eg data scientists) vis-á-vis more established expertise and experts
(eg inspectors) in the regulatory practice. All in all, these challenges
evolve, first and foremost, around norms that determine what is seen
as legitimate expertise for regulatory practice.
Challenge 8: Enabling closer collaboration among regulatory agencies
focusing on the same algorithm
To deal with the risks that emerge from using machine-learning algorithms, regulatory agencies need to develop new ways of
collaborating. The collaboration between regulatory agencies can
take various forms. One form, some scholars have called for, puts a
single regulatory agency for algorithms centre stage.64 This regulatory
agency would oversee the use of algorithms in its entirety and could
facilitate collaboration with other regulatory agencies. The algorithm
regulator could be tasked with approving algorithms before they are
given access to the market – or at least those algorithms that are
considered having high risks and impacts.65
However, how the regulatory agency could (dis)approve algorithms in
detail and how this organisation would have to be equipped beyond
its authority to perform this task has been left largely unanswered
by scholars. Other scholars have actively advised against a central
regulatory agency for algorithms, for example in a report to the Dutch
government.66 A central regulatory agency for algorithms could create
legal uncertainty. By adding a regulatory agency, overseeing a domain
in which algorithms are used could become more complex as the
oversight needs to be carried out by two independent regulatory
agencies.
To deal with this uncertainty that results from different agencies
overseeing a single domain, new forms of collaborating would be
required. Despite the absence of a central algorithm regulator, regulatory agencies in EU countries need to collaborate closely already
today.67 Regulatory agencies tasked with protecting data privacy have
a new prominent position in the regulatory ecosystem because data
and machine-learning algorithms have become so omnipresent to
which the EU reacted by enacting the GDPR. This position of the data
protection authority requires all regulatory agencies to collaborate
with it. For example, if data from a job application tool would become
publicly available in the Netherlands, the domain regulator (ISZW)
and the data protection agency (AP) would need to collaborate to
investigate this data breach.
Besides the need for changing norms, such as openness and trust,
that govern the regulatory practice, this collaboration could be
impeded because the AP is also responsible for overseeing the
data protection practices of all other regulatory agencies in the
Netherlands. Considering the proceeding dissemination of data
and machine-learning algorithms inside and outside of regulatory
agencies, a regulatory agency tasked with overseeing data or algorithms could become a powerful super-regulator which could further
63
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complicate a collaborative regulatory practice.

6.

Challenge 9: Developing transparent oversight instruments for
opaque algorithms of regulatees

The third form of regulation that uses algorithms is regulation of
algorithms through algorithms. The form uses algorithmic instruments to regulate algorithmic objects of regulation. Algorithmic
objects can, for example, be prioritization models such as those used
in job recruitment and selection.

Algorithmic transparency is a widely discussed issue and it is often
perceived as one of the key conditions for realizing accountability.68
A lack of transparency is seen as particular important in the public
sector as it might impact government responsibilities, procedures,
and practices, which unavoidably affect citizens’ lives.69 Therefore,
scholars have demanded that all algorithms used for public decision-making, such as oversight instruments, should be both accessible and explainable. The conditions of accessibility and explainability
are met, if clear information is provided both about the decision-making process as well as about the substantive reason for a decision.70
That reliable information on algorithms is difficult to obtain because
how specific algorithms function and are used is often not made
transparent was mentioned specifically by respondents at ISZW.
The ISZW lacks the manpower, expertise, and legal basis for examining the actual algorithms that their regulatees use in job selection
and recruitment. Therefore, the inspectorate counts on technology
to obtain information about algorithms and to assess the risk of
discrimination. The ISZW developed a technological solution, a
so-called reference system. The reference system matches applicants
and vacancies just as real systems used by regulatees. However, the
reference system matches applicants and vacancies in a transparent and explainable way. The ISZW uses applicants’ CVs, which the
inspectorate requests from their regulatees, as input for the reference
system. By using the same input data, the ISZW can compare which
candidates have been selected by the reference and the real system
which is called an input-output-output analysis. If the systems show
major discrepancies between selected candidates, for example on the
distribution of gender, the selection process of the real system may
be biased, and it is flagged for further (human) inspection.
Thus, the ISZW has complemented its regulatory practice with a
data-informed step to react to the lack of transparency caused by
regulatees who use machine-learning algorithms. The new regulatory
practice draws on a different set of expertise and needs to be put into
practice by the inspectors. To make the regulatory practice effective,
the inspectors are asked to use the information, which the reference
system provides them with, in a way that helps them to identify
actual high-risk cases. For these cases, the inspectors need to collect
evidence of the regulatees’ violations, based on which the ISZW can
enforce compliance and sanction rule violations.
Hiring digital inspectors and finding new ways of obtaining information despite the algorithms’ lack of transparency might send an
important message to the ISZW’s regulatees. It could restore the
power relations between ISZW and the regulatees and establish the
reputation of a capable regulatory agency that is able to detect violators and to hold them accountable.71
68
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Regulation of algorithms through algorithms

To be able to regulate domains in which algorithms are frequently
used, regulators also resort to using algorithms. As data and algorithmic technology become increasingly available it becomes more
and more likely that the regulatory practice will undergo lasting
changes linked to the algorithmization of both parties. In the scientific literature, the idea of regulation by code has emerged.72 Leenes
and Lucivero, for example, distinguish between four categories of
regulation that involve robots.73 One category concerns the regulation
of robot behaviour through code, which entails regulating robots
by inscribing rules and norms into their code. While this approach
seems to be transferable to regulating algorithms, it would entail
that regulatees regulate their own algorithms by coding them in
accordance with certain rules and norms. In contrast, regulation of
algorithms through algorithms would rather entail the regulation of
regulatees’ algorithms through regulators’ algorithms.
Moreover, the more general notion that ‘the outputs from one system
will increasingly generate inputs into another’ has been developed in
the scientific literature.74 Some scholars have recognized that this will
lead to new forms of information and decision chains in public organisations.75 The impact of this development on the regulatory practice
is still emerging and so far absent from the scientific literature. At the
same time, this form may gain relevance soon as the example of the
AFM, which is exploring how algorithms can be used to regulate the
use of algorithms in the Dutch capital market, illustrates. Therefore,
this relation between algorithmization and regulation deserves separate attention from academic scholars.
In many ways, the challenges for this regulatory practice can be
regarded as the sum of regulation through algorithms and regulation
of algorithms. All the challenges of regulation through algorithms and
regulation of algorithms which we identified in the previous sections
also emerge for the regulation of algorithms through algorithms.
However, for this form additional challenges might emerge because
two or more challenges attributed to the other forms could interact
to multiply this form’s complexity and challenges. For example,
challenge 2 (preserving discretion for human decision-makers)
could interact with challenge 7 (enhancing regulatory agencies’ new
expertise while still respecting old expertise). Both challenges emerge
because algorithmization affects the role of professionals and their
specific expertise in regulatory agencies. If both challenges emerge
jointly because both the regulatory instruments and objects become
algorithmic, regulatory agencies could face a challenge that is even
more complex. It will be necessary to adjust regulatory professionals’
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role and expertise vis-à-vis external as well as internal processes of
algorithmization. For regulatory agencies, it might become more
difficult to develop a practice, in which professionals can add their
substantive domain expertise in a meaningful way and to compete
with others, such as data scientists and analysts, whose expertise
becomes increasingly important in these processes. In fact, regulatory
agencies might run the risk of ending up with a regulatory practice
that is a technical, high-speed, and fully automated process, from
which regulatory professionals’ discretionary space and expertise
have vanished.

Table 1

This list highlights three types of challenges. Firstly, well-known
organizational tasks, such as safeguarding accountability, enhancing expertise, developing oversight instruments and enabling both
cross-organisational collaboration and intra-agency collaboration, are
connected to specific features of the use of algorithms. Secondly, the
challenges emphasize that technological tasks, such as stimulating
the use of algorithms, overcoming the automation bias and finding
good data to train algorithms, require organizational interventions.
Finally, tackling both the organizational and technological tasks
means connecting human and non-human actors (algorithms):
creating a synergy between professionals and algorithms in a new
regulatory practice.

Safeguarding accountability for the way

through

complex algorithms are used

algorithms

Preserving discretion for human deciOvercoming the automation bias in

Norms

Norms
Meanings

algorithms
Enabling the cross-organisational collab-

Power relations

oration needed for effective algorithms
Stimulating the use of algorithms while

Meanings

paying attention to the risks
Finding good data to train algorithms

Norms

while acknowledging limitations
Regulation

Enhancing regulatory agencies’ new

of

expertise while still respecting old

algorithms

expertise
Enabling closer collaboration among

Conclusion

In this paper, we aimed to show how using algorithms challenges
regulatory practice. To meet this objective, we developed a sociological-institutional perspective and mapped three forms of regulation
that use algorithms: regulation through algorithms, regulation of
algorithms, and regulation of algorithms through algorithms. For
each form, we identified challenges for regulatory agencies, based on
a literature review on regulation and algorithms. Based on the literature, we present nine challenges for regulatory agencies. We illustrate
the challenges with examples retrieved from interviews with three
Dutch regulatory agencies. The challenges are presented in Table 1.
These nine challenges show how using algorithms can be understood
from a sociological-institutional perspective, though regulatory agencies might face additional challenges that have not yet been identified. This requires future empirical research.

Regulation

sion-makers

This discussion of the regulation of algorithms through algorithms
highlights that complex new challenges are expected to appear in the
near future. The complexities of the interactions between the various
challenges can be identified theoretically, but they need to be investigated empirically. By identifying regulation of algorithms through
algorithms as a separate type, we draw attention to this phenomenon,
the gap in the literature, and the necessity to explore it further by
conducting empirical research.

7.

Challenges connected to using algorithms based on literature and
examples

Meanings

Norms

regulatory agencies focusing on the same
algorithm
Developing transparent oversight

Power relations

instruments for opaque algorithms of
regulatees

By systematically discussing the challenges and analysing them from
a sociological-institutional perspective, this paper contributes to the
literature on algorithms and regulation. Adding to legal and technical
perspectives, our analysis has shown that good legal frameworks
and sound technology may not suffice: regulation through and of
algorithms also comes with organisational challenges. Algorithms
affect meanings, norms, and power relations within organisations
and thus change human actions that constitute regulatory practice.
If an algorithm instead of the organization structures human action,
its technological rules replace the existing bureaucratic rules. While
regulatory agencies intend to change their regulatory practice by introducing machine-learning algorithms to a certain extent, the discussed
challenges demonstrate the risk that the new rules that are being
introduced by algorithms change regulatory practice in unintended
ways. For example, challenge 3 – overcoming the automation bias
in algorithms – means that algorithms can lead to disfigurations of
existing practices with potentially dangerous implications for society
when regulators developed biased practices.
The introduction of algorithms thus requires that regulatory agencies develop a practice that aligns organization and algorithm. This
alignment effort is understood here as institutional work, which are
actions intended to create, maintain, and disrupt institutions.76 Institutional work is as much about changing institutions as it is about
working to maintain what is valuable in changing environments.
How can the regulator ensure, for example, that it will not develop
biased practices? This problem cannot be solved only by developing
unbiased algorithms but also requires re-organizing the work of
professionals through training, work manuals, monitoring and clear
76
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guidance of their work.
Actors who perform institutional work – whether it is to change or
maintain an institution – will likely face resistance from other actors
who either question whether the new practice is necessary and legitimate or who ignore the new practice altogether. The fact that many
actors share agency and no single actor has complete control makes
developing a hybrid regulatory practice a difficult task and it draws
attention to the need for collaboration across organizational and
professional groups.77
In conclusion, this paper has shown how a sociological-institutional
perspective for analysing the relation between algorithms and regulatory practice can help to strengthen our understanding of the organisational challenges for regulatory agencies. Future research should
empirically investigate how these challenges manifest themselves in
different domains and different legal contexts. In addition, research
is needed to analyse to what extent these challenges form a barrier to
regulatory practice and to the use of algorithms by regulatory agencies. Furthermore, research is needed to investigate how regulatory
agencies deal with these challenges and how their institutional work
transforms these agencies. This broad research agenda is needed
to complement current legal and technical knowledge with organisational knowledge about algorithms in regulatory practice.
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